
QB

HB

QB

HB

QB

HB

QB

HB

QB

HB

QB

HB

QB

HB

QB

HB

Draw Left Draw Right

QB takes a 3 step drop 
looking up field then 
gives ball to HB. 

HB takes one big step 
to left and waits for QB 
to hand ball off.

Dive Left Dive Right

Pitch Left Pitch Right

Counter Left Counter Right

Running Plays

QB takes a 3 step drop 
looking up field then 
gives ball to HB. 

HB takes one big step 
to right and waits for 
QB to hand ball off.

QB reverses 
opposite 
the call (opening
to the left) then roll 
away from play to
the left

HB takes one 
step to left first 
then angles to the
right to get the ball.

QB reverses 
opposite 
the call (opening
to the right) then 
roll away from play 
to the right

HB takes one 
step to right first 
then angles to the
left to get the ball.

QB reverses 
opposite the 
call

HB runs 
laterally to 
receive pitch

QB reverses 
opposite the 
call

HB runs 
laterally to 
receive pitch

QB angles back 
to give HB ball

HB angles to the
left to receive 
handoff

QB angles back 
to give HB ball

HB angles to the
right to receive 
handoff



QB

QB

WR

HB

QB

WR

HB

QB

QB

HB

QB

HB

QB

HB

QB

HB

Running Plays

Outside Left

QB takes a 
wide angle 
back to give 
HB ball

HB takes one 
wide step then 
angles to the 
left to receive 
handoff

QB takes a wide 
angle back to give 
HB ball

HB takes one wide 
step then angles to 
the right to receive 
handoff

Outside Right

Toss Left

QB opens 
directly to the 
call

HB will be offset 
then move
laterally to 
receive toss

QB opens 
directly 
to the call

HB will be 
offset then 
move laterally 
to receive toss

Toss Right

Reverse Left Reverse Right

QB Draw Left QB Draw Right

QB reverses out & pitches ball 
to HB. HB catches ball then 
hands off to WR. WR begins 
running toward the outside 
shoulder of HB (shoulder away 
from line of scrimmage) after 
HB catches ball then takes ball.

QB reverses out & pitches ball 
to HB. HB catches ball then 
hands off to WR. WR begins 
running toward the outside 
shoulder of HB (shoulder away 
from line of scrimmage) after 
HB catches ball then takes ball.

QB takes a 3 step 
drop showing 
pass action then 
runs up field. 

QB takes a 3 step 
drop showing 
pass action then 
runs up field. 


